RE-ESTABLISHMENT  OF  THE  EMPIRE
Mediterranean and formed of all the territory lying between his
two brothers' shares. This intermediate region, the peoples in-
habiting which had nothing in common with one another, soon
broke up, for none of its various rulers was able to found a lasting
dynasty. It remained a bone of contention between the two great
neighbouring kingdoms and for ten centuries became a battle-
ground between France and Germany. The king of France
ended by acquiring the greater part of it - the south and centre,
while Germany preserved the left bank of the Rhine; the
fragments which retained their independence went to form
the Romance-speaking part of Switzerland, Belgium, and the
Netherlands,
In the ninth century the two populations of western France,
the Roman and the Prankish, which had lived separate lives for
four centuries past, at last became blended, and shared a common
language and customs. The language was a Romance tongue
derived from Latin. The most ancient document written in it
that has come down to us is the 'Strasbourg Oath* sworn in 842
in the presence of the army of the western Franks. Though no
longer Latin, it is not yet French; still, though closer to Latin in
syntax, it is a different language from the tongues of the south of
France. The Germanic language of the Franks has loft its traces
in French, several hundred words having survived, chiefly those
concerned with war - for instance, the French equivalents of war,
hauberk, harness, halt: guerre, haubert, harnais, Mte. There are
also some connected with the law ~ for instance, gage> garant, the
French words for pledge (gage) and guarantee - besides the names
of the four cardinal points; and even the names of colours - blanc^
bleu, bruit, blond.
The trace left by the Franks is even stronger in personal or
Christian names; no other names esdsted before the eleventh
century, when family names began to come into existence, As
early as the seventh century it was the fashion to give Germanic
names even to children of Roman families. Side by side with
Hebrew names (John, Jacques, Joseph), Greek ones (Philippe,
George, Th^ophile), Latin ones (fimile, Paul, Maurice), we still
find^ a number of Germanic names in use in France, such as
Louis, Charles, Henri, Guillaume - for the most part names of
kings of France. A very large number, which are no longer used
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